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A DIFFERENT
E X P E R I E N C E

20 YEARS

FOR CREATIVE MINDS
OUR REPUTATION AS A LEADING
MULTIMEDIA INSTITUTE STEMS FROM 20
YEARS OF INVESTING IN THE FUTURE OF
CREATIVE MINDS.

CREATIVE APPROACH
All programs are developed with a 30% theory and 70%
practical approach. The programs and classes are presented
by experts active in the music and media industries.

REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
We know the importance of being able to complete a job, make
the right decisions in specific scenarios, and act promptly and
professionally.
In order for our students to learn these skills, we expose them to
real-world, hands-on situations which require the use of a wide
range of industry-standard equipment and facilities.

INTERNSHIPS
Our Diploma program include experiential training where you
have the opportunity to get a minimum of 200 hours of
industry work experience.

EMENDY offers full-time and short programs available
online and on campus. Contact your Admissions
Representative for more information on the online
programs.
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At EMENDY you are empowered to
unleash your creativity with quality
education. Our philosophy is based on
a creative approach and practical
experience.

A STRONG WORK
ETHIC & POSITIVE
ATTITUDE.

The

EMENDY PHILOSOPHY
We incorporate a “Fresh Approach” in our teaching methodology
which is engaging, enjoyable and aligned with the current
industry trends and technologies.

It's Time to LIVE AGAIN.

We understand that art and music are creative fields of study,
therefore students need to engage practically with their subjects.
We follow a hands-on approach in our lectures and provide
students with as much practical experience as possible.

EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION,
TIME MANAGEMENT,
PROBLEM SOLVING
AND TEAM WORK
SKILLS.
YOU WILL ALSO
BE RESPONSIVE
TO FEEDBACK,
ADAPTABLE AND
CONFIDENT ...
... AND HAVE THE
ABILITY TO WORK
WELL UNDER
PRESSURE.

EMPLOYMENT AS

END GOAL

To ensure you have a better chance of success,
we include coaching in personal life skills required
by the industry, these include self-confidence,
personal finances, branding, networking,
communication, and promotion.
Our programs and sub-courses are carefully and
systematically reviewed with this main objective in
mind.
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ACCREDITATION

Accredited as a Higher Educational Institute with
Department of Higher Education (DHET);
Council of Higher Education (CHE);
Listed on The South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA).
Our full-time programs are locally accredited by the
Department of Higher Education, CHE, and SAQA.
Most of our programs carry an international
accreditation with internationally certified instructors.
AVID learning partner offering internationally
recognized Pro Tools programs including the user
certification exam.
Certified Steinberg Training Centre offering
internationally recognized programs in Cubase and
WaveLab.
Waves-accredited institution, providing the Waves
Certification Program and Waves Gold Certification
Program dealing with the basics of Waves plugins.
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ALUMNI COMMUNITY
The EMENDY Hall of Fame is where we showcase our graduates who
have made outstanding contributions to the world of music and games.
At our annual Alumni Evening, we meet with our graduates to discuss
their careers, success, network and get the latest industry news from
specialists.

Designed for Creative Minds.
Taught by Industry Professionals

As an EMENDY student, you become part of a community of aspiring,
creative professionals. Through our alumni platform, you get exclusive
access to ongoing training, mentorship, brand promotion, and industry
work opportunities.

ALIGNED

INDUSTRY

MORE THAN 20 YEARS OF ALUMNI SUCCESS

Programs and classes are presented by experts who are active in the
music and media industries. We value the importance of instruction
being given by experienced industry specialists, this ensures our
students are exposed to different perspectives and approaches.
EMENDY's software programs are taught by internationally certified
instructors.
Throughout our 20+ years, we have earned the trust of various studios,
companies, and media industry specialists. As an EMENDY student,
you get the opportunity to train with the industry’s most respected
names.
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YOUR SUCCESS

to LEGEND

IS OUR PRIORITY

ACCELERATION

Our main goal is to help students plan a career path in
line with their skills, dreams, and passions We then
equip them with the personal and industry skills and
knowledge to optimize their success in the Multimedia
Industry.

CERTIFICATION
ASSESSMENT

from DREAM
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MUSIC

MUSIC IS THE CREATIVITY WE
DON'T ALWAYS SEE BUT FEEL
What EMENDY taught me is no matter where you come from, what your
background is, if you have a passion for something you can chase it and make a
success out of it as long as you invest 100% into it.
- Marius Dreyer

Everything is professional. The lecturers are really good, they make sure you
understand the work. The work is extremely fascinating.
- Christian Kruger

INDUSTRIES THAT EMPLOY

Audio Professionals

GAME
MUSIC

FILM
MUSIC
PUBLISHING
&
SOUND
RECORDING

RADIO &
ADVERTISING

37 MILLION USD
Music Streaming Revenue, the
industry’s largest segment

51 MILLION USD
Music Industry Revenue

40 000 NEW SONGS
Added to Spotify daily

TELEVISION

LIVE
MUSIC

CAREER PATHS
• Studio engineer • Radio broadcast producer/engineer • Post-production
engineer – film and TV • Music producer • Sound location recorder
• Mastering engineer • Live sound engineer • Sound designer for games
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WHAT MAKES US
EXCELLENT
TOP-RATED INSTITUTION
Our Institution has an average of 4.8 ratings across online platforms
as a preferred Multimedia Educational Institute.

GROWTH MINDSET
We include Personal Growth and Development principles required
by the industry to empower our students towards living a fulfilled
life.

STUDENT SUCCESS
Our graduates are working at companies and professional studios
worldwide. Our programs are continually reviewed to remain
relevant.
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FULL

TIME

ON CAMPUS

QUALIFICATION PROGRAMS
Diploma in Sound Engineering (Music Technology)

Higher Certificate in Music Production (Creative Music Technology)
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PROGRAM CODE: N-DMT02
DURATION: 3 Years
NQF LEVEL: 6 (SAQA ID 94223)
CREDITS: 360

Diploma in

CLASSES ARE

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
(Sound Engineering)

The program includes Modern Studio Engineering Techniques used in recording,
editing, mixing, and mastering professionally produced music and Live Sound
Engineering which ranges from small to large scale setups.
Contemporary-based Music Theory is needed to understand the building blocks of
music used in producing professional music over various music genres, Digital
Music Production, Post Production, Sound Synthesis & Design, Music Business,
Game Audio, and Media Music Composition.

1st Year

SUB-COURSES

STUDIO SOUND ENGINEERING I
SUBJECT NAME: SSE101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 25

The studio sound engineering sub-course provides the necessary foundational
theoretical knowledge required to record and mix audio with confidence, passion,
and understanding.
MODERN MUSIC THEORY I
SUBJECT NAME: MMT101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 15

Modern Music Theory 101 comprises traditional ideas and concepts which are
applied within a DAW environment to grow musical theoretical understanding.
Students engage with a variety of musical material including contemporary styles
and genres.

SCHEDULED DURING THE
WEEK BETWEEN
8:00 & 17:00

DIPLOMA PASS MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
National Senior Certificate with a Diploma Pass
or an equivalent NQF Level 4 Qualification
40% (4) Home Language
40% (4) for three other High Credit subjects
30% (3) for two other Low Credit subjects
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Computer literacy
English Language Aptitude
Basic mathematical ability

1st Year

MUSIC PRODUCTION SOFTWARE
SUBJECT NAME: MPS101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 25

The MPS101 sub-course comprises two parts: Pro tools 101 and 110. Students will learn to
build sessions designed for commercial purposes and improve the end results of their
recordings, editing, and mixing efforts. The exercises provide experience in setting up
sessions, importing media, working with digital video, spotting sound effects, using loop
recording and MIDI Merge techniques. It also includes working with virtual instruments,
warping with Elastic Audio, applying real-time properties, creating clip loops, applying
signal processing, using automation and using sub-mixes and track groups to simplify a
final mix. This course provides the training required to prepare for the Avid Certified User
exam.
EAR TRAINING I
SUBJECT NAME: MET101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 5

Musical Ear Training 101 is an intensive ear training program. Critical and analytical listening
skills are key for producers. The module provides practical exercises and drills necessary to
refine the perception of musical sound and enhance critical listening skills essential to
engineers and producers.
GAME AUDIO
SUBJECT NAME: MGA101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 15

The Pro Tools for Game Audio course provides students with exposure to the core skills,
workflow, and concepts involved in creating and implementing game audio using Pro Tools
systems. Together with the Pro Tools Fundamentals I course, this
the course provides the training required to prepare for the included Pro Tools for Game
Audio certification exam
MUSIC PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE I
SUBJECT NAME: MPT101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 30

Music Production Technique 101 Covers all key modern production elements including beat
making, bass lines, pads, leads and vocal production.
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Diploma in

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
(Sound Engineering)

2nd Year

2nd Year

SUB-COURSES

STUDIO SOUND ENGINEERING II
SUBJECT NAME: SSE201
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 25

Building on the conceptual and practical skills acquired in SSE101 this module is
designed to further develop the aptitude of the learners to work with audio in a
variety of capacities within a professional studio environment.
MUSIC PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE II
SUBJECT NAME: MPT201
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 25

The Music Production Technique 201 module imparts the necessary theoretical,
practical, and creative skills required to compose and create original musical
works for a variety of applications including jingles, sound samples, full tracks,
and soundtracks for media application.
MUSIC BUSINESS (THE MUSIC INDUSTRY)
SUBJECT NAME: MBI201
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 15

The Music business sub-course is designed to teach the necessary theoretical
foundation to understand and operate legally and successfully within the South
African Music industry
LIVE SOUND ENGINEERING
SUBJECT NAME: LSE201
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 15

The Live Sound Engineering 201 sub-course is designed to impart the necessary
theoretical and practical skills required for the demands of commercial live
sound engineering.

MODERN MUSIC THEORY II
SUBJECT NAME: MMT201
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 15

The Contemporary Music Theory sub-course 201 is designed build on the foundation
established by CMT01 to provide learners with a comprehensive understanding of
applied music theory. The module is a combination of more advanced practical
music theory, keyboard technique and musical ear development.
EAR TRAINING II
SUBJECT NAME: MET201
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 10

The Ear training 201 sub-course is designed to provide learners with the practical
exercises and drills necessary to refine their perception of the technical aspects of
sound associated with sound engineering.
MUSIC PRODUCTION SOFTWARE II
SUBJECT NAME: MPS201
MODULE CREDITS: 15

During the MPS201 course, students will be covering courseware from the Pro Tools
200 level Operator course. Topics covered during this course will include working
with the Pro Tools HD hardware, Pro Tools session configuration and management,
clip-based processing, advanced automation features, tracking and overdubbing,
editing and fine-tuning audio, enhancing drum performances and arranging and
producing in Pro Tools."
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Diploma in

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
(Sound Engineering)

3rd Year

3rd Year

SUB-COURSES

AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION
SUBJECT NAME: APP301
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 30

Building and expanding on the conceptual and practical skills acquired
in SSE101, SSE201, and MGA201, this module is designed to develop the
aptitude of the learners to work with audio and video.
MUSIC BUSINESS II (ENTREPRENEURSHIP)
SUBJECT NAME: MBE301
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 20

The Music Business 301 sub-course is designed to impart the necessary
theoretical background and practical expertise required to pursue
entrepreneurial activities to grow and develop the South African music
industry.
STUDIO SOUND ENGINEERING III (ELECTIVE)
SUBJECT NAME: SSE301
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 25

The advanced studio sound engineering sub-course addresses the
advanced skills needed to be successful in a professional studio
environment. Students enrolled for this module work towards a portfolio
of practical projects with real-world applications.

MEDIA MUSIC COMPOSITION (ELECTIVE)
SUBJECT NAME: MMC301
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 20

The Media Music Composition sub-course is designed to build on the theoretical,
practical, and creative skills acquired in MPT201 and MMT 201 to culminate in the
production of technically and intricate musical compositions in a variety of genres with
commercial applications. The module also serves as a platform for the creation of a
professional portfolio to enhance the chances of the learner to gain employment upon
completion of the course.
SYNTHESIS & SOUND DESIGN (ELECTIVE)
SUBJECT NAME: SSD301
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 20

The synthesis and sound design sub-course is designed to impart the necessary
theoretical, practical, and creative skills required to make use of a variety of sound
synthesis techniques for the creation of original musical sounds and sound effects.
ELECTRONIC DANCE MUSIC PRODUCTION (ELECTIVE)
SUBJECT NAME: EMP301
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 20

The Electronic Dance Music Production sub-course is designed to build on the
theoretical, practical, and creative skills acquired in MPT101 and MPT201, with a focus on
electronic dance music genres.
MUSIC INDUSTRY PRAXIS
SUBJECT NAME: MIP301
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 30

The Music Industry Praxis sub-course is designed to bridge the gap between education
& industry. The real-world nature of the experiential learning acquired will provide a
valuable complementary learning component for students entering the job market.
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PROGRAM CODE: N-CMT01
DURATION: 1 Year
NQF LEVEL: 5 (SAQA ID: 91873)
CREDITS: 130

Higher Certificate in

CREATIVE MUSIC
TECHNOLOGY
(Music Production)

CLASSES ARE
SCHEDULED DURING THE
WEEK BETWEEN
8:00 & 17:00

HIGHER CERTIFICATE PASS MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
National Senior Certificate with a Higher Certificate Pass or
an equivalent NQF Level 4 Qualification
40% (4) Home Language
40% (4) for two other High Credit subjects
30% (3) for three other Low Credit subjects
*One of your languages must be either English or Afrikaans
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Computer literacy
English Language Aptitude
Basic mathematical ability

The one-year Certificate in Creative Music Technology specializes in Digital
Music Production, computer-based on the latest techniques used in a DAW
(Digital Audio Workstation) and music studio setup.
The program focuses on the creative aspects of music production like MIDI
sequencing, music theory, arranging techniques, mixing, and mastering.

STUDIO SOUND ENGINEERING I
SUBJECT NAME: SSE101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 30

A broad range of musical genres, production techniques, and industrystandard software packages are dealt with in a practical way. Graduates will
be able to produce music in a variety of styles.

The Studio Sound Engineering 101 sub-course will provide you with the knowledge, skills,
and tools required to record and mix audio with confidence, passion, and understanding.
Practical skills are demonstrated by experienced lecturers who have also accomplished
sound engineers active in the music industry.

1 Year

SUB-COURSES

MUSICAL EAR TRAINING I
SUBJECT NAME: MET101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 5

The Music Software FL Studio 101 sub-course is designed to impart the
necessary theoretical, practical, and creative skills required to utilize this
internationally recognized DAW software for production sound design and
effects processing.
MODERN MUSIC THEORY I
SUBJECT NAME: MMT101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 15

Modern Music Theory 101 covers all of the topics that the modern producer
needs in order to fast track their understanding of production skills in a
variety of contemporary styles and genres.

MUSIC SOFTWARE CUBASE
SUBJECT NAME: MSC101 (CUBASE)
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 25

The Music Production Software Cubase 101 sub-course deals with the theoretical,
practical, and creative skills required to utilize this internationally recognized DAW
software for basic audio recording, production, editing, mixing, and mastering.
MUSIC SOFTWARE FL STUDIO
SUBJECT NAME: MSF101 (FL STUDIO)
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 25

The Music Software FL Studio 101 sub-course is designed to impart the necessary
theoretical, practical, and creative skills required to utilize this internationally recognized
DAW software for production sound design and effects processing.
MUSIC PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE I
SUBJECT NAME: MPT101
SUB-COURSE CREDITS: 30

Music Production Technique 101 unleashes the student's creative potential by working in
state-of-the-art studio facilities and engaging in modern music styles. All key modern
production elements are covered including beat making, basslines, pads, leads, and vocal
production in a variety of genres.
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SHORT

PROGRAMS
Digital Music Production Series
Audio Mixing and Mastering
Pro Tools Certification
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DIGITAL MUSIC
PRODUCTION SERIES

DMP101

DMP201

EACH PROGRAM IN THIS SERIES
is presented over 12 weeks
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR on
Saturdays from 9:00 - 13:00

DMP301

ENROLL PER PROGRAM OR FOR THE ENTIRE SERIES
Digital music production tools can be accessed virtually worldwide,
but obtaining the skills needed to use those tools to their full capacity
is what will separate dreamers from successful industry professionals.
The Digital Music Production Series was designed for music
production enthusiasts who want to take their skills to a competitive
level using FL Studio in one year. Our approach follows a 70%
practical and 30% theory approach, to ensure you walk away with
professional tracks that you feel confident in releasing.
This program is designed to take you through the entire music
production process. Design your own sounds with synthesis and
creative processing.
Learn cutting-edge remixing techniques and give your production
that polished finish with advanced mixing techniques. Your final
project will be the creation of a portfolio of tracks that will be
presented to a panel of industry experts for professional feedback
prior to release.
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THE 1ST COURSE IN THIS SERIES
PROGRAM CODE: DMP101
DURATION: 12 WEEKS

DIGITAL MUSIC
PRODUCTION 101
PROGRAM CONTENT
SECTION 1
Understand the chain in Music Production as well as the different types of
personnel in Music Production. You will be able to select appropriate settings for a
project as well as the functions within the Project Window. Lastly, be able to
recognize different instrument sounds.

SECTION 2
This section introduces you to the drum kit and how to program it using MIDI
notes. Drums form an integral part of modern music, having a solid MIDI
programming technique is essential to produce good parts at a fast pace. MIDI
programming techniques learned in this section will later be applied when
programming other instruments.

PREREQUISITES
Computer Literacy
English Language Aptitude: : Spoken & Written

CLASSES ARE SCHEDULED
ON SATURDAYS FROM
09:00 - 13:00

SECTION 5
Get the skills to confidently work with loops and how to build sections of a track. Here
different slicing and chopping techniques are explored, as well as layering. Understand
the functions of different editing tools, be able to slice and chop audio, make use of
creative looping techniques, and also apply different layering techniques. Lastly, you
will be familiar with different effects that work with loops and create a basic track with
loops.

SECTION 6
Introduction to two important aspects of the modern music production process. Firstly,
creating melodic lines, which is key to the success of hit songs. Secondly working with
synthesizers to create lead lines. Some elementary music theory is covered which is
essential to learn how to program in both major and minor keys, as one can work out
the scale using the provided scale formula.

SECTION 7

SECTION 3
It’s time to level up, with advanced drum sequencing techniques. Get the skills to
set up metronomes as well as different time signatures. This is key when starting a
new project. You will be able to shape a drum performance using MIDI CC.
Become familiar with Kontakt's User Interface as well as create a layered drum
sound with Drum Lab. Lastly, you will be able to program fills using primary
rudiments.

SECTION 4
Introducing two important new concepts, working within the piano roll as well as
working with pitch. You will be able to program different Bass Lines, create
customized sounds with Flex, as well as make use of Riff Machine to create new
musical material. Lastly, you will be able to work with different bass sounds
including Electric and Acoustic.

Understand the basics of harmony and chord progressions. This is a key aspect of
modern music production as so much of the track hinges on these chords. A new
instrument is covered, Flex, which specializes in focusing on the key aspects of sound
generation. A step-by-step guide is provided on how to make a pad sound. Lastly, get
the skills to program various keyboard patterns that the producer can use in a variety
of different musical

SECTION 8
Understand the basics of digital audio and recording. The recording is a fundamental
aspect of music production. Fundamental editing techniques are also covered at the
end of the section, as one must always edit what was recorded. You will be able to
confidently work with digital audio fundamentals, controls on an audio interface, as
well as different microphone types, and lastly be able to work with a vocalist and
confidently do your magic within a studio setup
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DIGITAL MUSIC
PRODUCTION 101
PROGRAM CONTENT
SECTION 9
Understand the basics of mixing that includes the process and industry used terms.
You will be able to confidently set up FL Studio’s Mixer and be able to work with
insert and send effects. At the end of this module, you will be able to create a basic
mix.

SECTION 10
You will be able to work with different effect types, be familiar with what
compression is and what it does, be able to compress various types of audio, as well
as understand the function of equalization to be able to equalize various types of
audio.

SECTION 11

BELIEVE.
ACHIEVE.
SUCCEED.

This module introduces the student to time-based effects, which is key to create
depth and movement in a track as well as the fundamentals of mastering. You will be
familiar with different time-based effects, be able to create depth within a mix,
understand how to prepare a mix for mastering, be able to export a stereo track, and
lastly be able to create a competitive master.
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DIGITAL MUSIC
PRODUCTION 201

THE 2ND PROGRAM IN THIS
SERIES
PROGRAM CODE: DMP201
DURATION: 12 WEEKS

CLASSES ARE PRESENTED

PREREQUISITES
Successful completion of DMP101
Computer Literacy
English Language Aptitude: Spoken & Written

WEEKDAY EVENINGS
FROM 19:00 - 21:00

PROGRAM CONTENT
SECTION 1
This section focuses on acoustic drum programming. This module will help you
understand the layout of Kontakt, enable you to read and program from rum
Notation as well as program Advanced Rudiments and a Variety of Fills and Breaks.
Get the skills to program Stylistic Drum Patterns in a variety of styles and select a
Drum Sound appropriate to the Tempo and Style of a track.

SECTION 2
Understand how to work with electronic drum programming inside of a DAW. By
now the world of drum programming should be clearer, but there is still a lot more
to learn. It might be a certain technique, the use of polyrhythms, programming
complex hi-hat patterns, trying to make your drums sound more human, and so on.
The modern producer is certainly spoilt for choice when it comes to software and
techniques for programming patterns. Practical examples in this chapter are used
to reinforce the demonstrated examples. Learning how to program drums, like
anything else in the field of music production, is a lifelong process.

SECTION 3
Continue with bass programming techniques learned from the DMPI courseware.
Greater focus is given to more advanced programming techniques as well as sound
sculpting possibilities, as the bass sound has become so important to modern
production. When thinking of bass one does not have to think of just a traditional
acoustic or electric instrument, but can use various means of sound production to
create a low-end foundation to a track. After this chapter, you will be able to work
with Extended Bass Programming Techniques, create variety within a Single Part,
work with Different Scales commonly used for Basslines. Furthermore, you will have
the skills to sculpt a Bass Tone as well as be able to Sidechain a Bass Part to a Kick.

SECTION 4
This section focuses on programming percussion that is used in modern music
production. You will be able to know the difference between determine and
indeterminate pitched percussion, be able to program in compound time
signatures as well as program different rhythmical patterns from various world
regions. You will get the skills to craft electronic percussion sounds from scratch as
well as be able to craft new percussion parts for a song.

SECTION 5
Get the skills to create and use custom samples. It is important that each producer
understands these tools and techniques. You will understand the different
sampling techniques, be able to layer acoustic and electronic drum sounds, as well
as build custom drum kits and add texture to samples. Lastly, you will be able to
program beats with custom sampled kits and create unique effects.

SECTION 6
Understand more about synthesis. Through practical examples, you will be able to
understand the basics of synthesis. Two possibilities open up for a producer or
programmer. Firstly, you can create sounds from scratch that are unique and
tailored towards the project that is being produced. Secondly, if you find a preset
that is close to the desired sound, then you can tweak the synth with both greater
speed and precision.
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DIGITAL MUSIC
PRODUCTION 201
PROGRAM CONTENT
SECTION 7

SECTION 11

This section focuses on building a solid foundation for vocal production, which includes
how the voice works, how to work with a singer, as well as setting up a recording
session. As vocals are intimate in nature, the producer must do everything possible to
create the right balance in terms of mood and space. This is paramount to the success
of a project, as the vocalist is typically the most essential element in a song.

We will look at two of the most used processors that a mixer has in his toolbox:
Equalizers and Compressors. It is essential for any aspiring mixer to master
these two tools if he intends to have a lasting career in the music industry.
Equalization and compression address the next two dimensions in mixing,
frequency and dynamics. With equalizers, an engineer has probably the most
valuable tool in his belt which allows him to shape the frequencies of all the
instruments to make it into one cohesive unit, whereas with compression he
can not only control the dynamic range of instruments but also shape the
transients of other instruments.

SECTION 8
This chapter focuses on melody and chord writing, both of which are essential
production skills. In addition to this relevant patterns are also dealt with, which
demonstrates how to apply chord progressions with pattern thinking. This section does
not deal with sound selection, which s through an important aspect of the production
process.

SECTION 9
This section will introduce you to the fundamentals of the music business. It is very
important for any aspiring creative professional to understand how the business aspect
of any given industry works, as these are essentially the governing rules, which can
make or break one’s career. If you have a clear understanding of how the industry
works the easier it will be for you to make a well-informed decision about your own
business practice.

SECTION 10
This section is an introduction to the mixing process. This chapter provides a theoretical
background, although since mixing is a practical subject it requires practice in order to
improve. Therefore, it is recommended that the student take every opportunity to
practice all the covered concepts. Mixing is often described as a blend between the
creative and technical, therefore, engineers are required to master many tools in order
to complete a mix. However, it should always be noted that most listeners will only
relate to the emotion that the artist is conveying and our job as mixers is to successfully
communicate that emotion to the audience.
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THE 3RD PROGRAM IN THIS SERIES
PROGRAM CODE: DMP301
DURATION: 12 WEEKS

DIGITAL MUSIC
PRODUCTION 301

CLASSES ARE PRESENTED

PREREQUISITES
Successful completion of DMP 101 & 201
Computer literacy
English Language Aptitude: Spoken & Written

SATURDAYS FROM
09:00 - 13:00

PROGRAM CONTENT
SECTION 1

SECTION 5

Create your own music business plan. Gain a deeper understanding of scheduling
strategies and manage a music project with project management principles.
Understand budgeting and what is required for the launch of a music album. You
will get insights into social media management as well as learn the habits of
successful producers

This section focuses on sequencing for instruments from the brass family. Producers
and arrangers commonly use these instruments to add variety in tone colour or
support for other instrumentation. In addition, more advanced harmonic concepts
will also be covered here from extended chords to what is known as drop voicings.

SECTION 6
SECTION 2
This section will focus on songwriting, song analysis as well as the craft of lyrics. An
important aspect of creating songs with depth, on every level of the production, is to
analyze how others have done so. This section introduces song analysis as a way to
explore songcraft, from which you as the songwriter can cherry-pick the techniques
best suited to music that you want to create.

SECTION 3
Learn more advanced melodic and harmonic concepts, which will be further
explored within the next two subsequent sections when these concepts will be
applied to instrumental writing. As important as production techniques are, little
can match the power of melodic and harmonic devices at work, which lays the
bedrock for other elements within a track.

SECTION 4
This section focuses on sequencing strings, in various circumstances. As this is an
introductory section to string writing, the basic anatomy and range of instruments
within the violin family are covered. A wide range of articulations are covered, both
in isolation as well as in the context of writing with different chord progressions.

Continuing with synthesis, we will illustrate the workings and applications of four
different synthesizers, three bundled with FL Studio. As Massive from Native
Instruments are covered in the previous section on this subject, this section
introduces the student to the flagship, namely Massive X, which has several
additional features and functions, which will be explored in this section.

SECTION 7
Get an introduction to sound design concepts for musical applications. Important
techniques for modern productions such as risers, sweeps, impacts, and drops will
be shown here. In addition, a section is devoted to spatialization, with the focus on
creating different spatial textures and densities, which is an important aspect of
modern production to create a unique tone for any given project.

SECTION 8
This section focuses on taking vocal recordings and samples and manipulating
them to fit a given track. As it has become commonplace to alter the tonal
characteristics of a vocal, here the student will be shown different angles of vocal
production to create a hyper-stylized track.
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DIGITAL MUSIC
PRODUCTION 301

SECTION 9
This first section on remixing focuses on different layering and processing techniques
that one can use when doing a remix. Here FL Studio’s powerful Patcher is introduced,
allowing the user to create complex chains with ease. DJ style effects are also
introduced, which has become popular not only within remixes but also within other
genres.

SECTION 10
Continuing with remixing techniques, while focussing on building a new track from
scratch using only a select number of samples. New parts are programmed to
supplement the track. The addition of more advanced processing techniques is shown
here to enhance this track. Keep in mind that you can use this and any other
techniques in your own productions.

SECTION 11
It is time to delve deeply into mastering audio. Not only will different processes be
examined, but also one of the most easily overlooked aspects of mastering, listening to
the source material, and then having a strategy to create the best possible final version
of the artwork. As streaming and social sites have proliferated, so have the standards
for loudness, thus a table is presented at the end of the section which shows the target
values for the mainstreaming services and social sites.

At EMENDY you are empowered to unleash your creativity with quality
education. Our philosophy is based on a creative approach and practical
experience.
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PRO TOOLS
CERTIFICATION

PT101

PT110

PROTOOLS
FUNDAMENTALS
I

PROTOOLS
FUNDAMENTALS

I

II

=

Pro Tools Fundamentals I (PTS101) together with Pro Tools
Fundamentals II (PTS110) sets the foundation needed to
prepare for the Avid Certified User: Pro Tools certification exam.
Becoming Avid Certified User for Pro Tools will provide you with
an industry-recognised credential. It is more than just gaining
exceptional skills, it increases your opportunities with music
industry employers to help advance your career in the
competitive landscape.

BENEFITS OF BECOMING
AN AVID CERTIFIED USER

Showcase your skill set in digital audio editing and mixing with
Avid Pro Tools
Differentiate yourself from other music professionals
You can leverage the credibility of Avid on your portfolio with
downloadable Avid Certified User logos
Showcase your credentials with an Avid Certificate of Achievement
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PROGRAM CODE: N-PTS101
DURATION: 4 DAYS

PRO TOOLS
FUNDAMENTALS I
(PTS101)

CLASSES ARE PRESENTED

PREREQUISITES
Computer literacy
English Language Aptitude
Basic audio recording and DAW knowledge

MONDAY TO THURSDAY
FROM 09:00 - 13:00

PT101
PROTOOLS
FUNDAMENTALS
I

I

The Pro Tools Fundamentals I (PTS101) program shows students how to build sessions
that include multi-track recordings of live audio, MIDI sequences, and virtual
instruments.
Practical exercises and projects help the student learn the important techniques
needed to create sessions, record, and import audio and MIDI, edit session media,
navigate sessions and arrange media on tracks. Students will be able to use basic
processing and mixing techniques to confidently finalise production.

LESSONS
LESSON 1
You will learn the basics of the Pro Tools Digital Audio Workstation to understand
Audio Processing, MIDI Production, Notation, Scores, Mixing and Automation as well
as Audio for Video Post-Production. You will work with Waveform, Frequency, and
Amplitude. Furthermore, you will be able to convert Audio to Digital Format and
configure Pro Tools System to handle Cross-Platform issues.

LESSON 2
Now that we have covered the theory, you will get started with using Pro Tools. Start
with Target Systems, how to install and operate software as well as work with the Pro
Tools file structure. You will get the knowledge on how to use Pro Tools to its full
potential.

LESSON 3
You will understand how to use the Pro Tools basic controls, including how to edit tool
functions, modes, time scales, and rulers as well as MIDI control features.

LESSON 4
You can now create your own session by creating and configuring a Pro Tools
document, work with tracks, and control playback. Finally, you will understand
how to effectively save, locate and open Pro Tools Files.

LESSON 5
Make your first audio recording and understand Audio Storage requirements
and Disk Usage. Get the skills to efficiently prepare for recording, record, and
manage audio.

LESSON 6
Import and work with Media, understand what to consider prior to importing.
Learn to import audio and audio Dialog Box as well as work with video tracks.

LESSON 7
Finally, make your first MIDI Recording by understanding the basics of MIDI,
setting the Base Meter and Tempo, preparing to record MIDI, use virtual
elements, record and view MIDI Data on MIDI-Compatible tracks.
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PROGRAM CODE: N-PTS110
DURATION: 4 DAYS

PRO TOOLS
FUNDAMENTALS II
(PTS110)

CLASSES ARE PRESENTED
MONDAY TO THURSDAY
FROM 09:00 - 16:00

PREREQUISITES
Computer literacy
English Language Aptitude
Completion of the Pro Tools Fundamentals I
(PTS101) course

PT1110
PROTOOLS
FUNDAMENTALS
II

I

LESSON 3

Students will be able to build sessions designed for commercial purposes
and improve the results of their recordings, editing, and mixing techniques.
The practical exercises enable students to set up sessions, import media,
work with digital video, spot sound effects, use loop recording, as well as
MIDI, merge techniques.
Skills gained include working with virtual instruments, warping with Elastic
Audio, applying Real-Time Properties, creating clip loops, applying signal
processing, using automation, and lastly use sub-mixes and track groups to
simplify a final mix.

LESSONS
LESSON 1
You will optimize and configure current projects as well as adding tracks while you
work. Get the skills to edit and mix window display options as well as top use
collaboration tools and use track list display options.

LESSON 2
Through understanding the Pro Tools Software capabilities you will be able to manage
session data and media files. Get the skills to work with digital video, use the
workspace browsers, use Soundbase as well as import files and session data. Lastly,
you will understand how to create and group clips.

Get the skills to record MIDI and audio. Set up the session, use recording
selections, work with loop recording audio and midi as well as
understand how to audition loop record takes. Lastly, get the skills to
record MIDI using loop playback with the MIDI merge.

LESSON 4
Understand Track Timebases, work with Virtual Instruments as well as
MIDI-Compatible Tracks and Track. Use Auditioning and Playback
techniques and edit MIDI Clips.

LESSON 5
Change an audio file's tempo or timing in real-time without altering the
file's pitch through understanding the basics of Elastic Audio. Use warp
sounds and tighten a rhythmic performance as well as exercise pitch
changes. Lastly, you will understand how to improve the quality of
Warped Audio.

LESSON 6
Edit and fine-tune vocal and instrumental performance using the Smart
Tool to fade effectively. Get the skills to use MIDI Real-Time Properties
that will enable you to make changes to the entire track, or on the
individual MIDI clip.

LESSON 7
Round off the skill set you have acquired with additional editing and
media management such as Clip Looping, working with Loops, working
with the Grid as well as using Layered Editing. You will get an overview of
AudioSuite versus Insert Processing and how to organize clips and export
selections.
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COURSE CODE: N-AMM03
DURATION: 8 WEEKS

AUDIO MIXING
& MASTERING

CLASSES ARE PRESENTED
ON FRIDAYS FROM
13:00 - 17:00

PREREQUISITES
Computer literacy
English Language Aptitude
Existing knowledge and experience on a DAW
Music Production Portfolio

(AMM03)

PROGRAM CONTENT
WEEK 4
Let your mixes progress from good to play-listed through gaining practical experience
and industry knowledge on mixing and mastering in Protools
This program is ideal if you want to mix and master your own productions or want to
specialise in an audio career. Get the skills to go beyond basic concepts, from Creative
EQ Techniques, Advanced Dynamics, and Parallel compression to mastering chains
and more.
By the end of this course, you will have acquired a full understanding and practical
know-how of the entire mixing and mastering approach. Designed for engineers,
producers, and hobbyists ready to take their music to the next level.

WEEK 1
Understand what makes a good mix great and get the skills to prepare your session. In
week one you will be able to pan audio to make sound and instruments appear to
come from different angles. You will also get the skills to effectively balance the track
to hear the sound and instruments clearly.

WEEK 2
Understand the best approaches and techniques to EQ (equalization) to get the
balance of different frequency components in an audio signal. An equalizer will enable
you to turn up or turn down individual frequencies and individual elements of sound.
WEEK 3
Get the skills to alter the dynamic range of an audio source to make it easier to place
in the overall mix through dynamics processing, Understand how to use compressors
limiters, expanders, and gates.

Get the skills to use parallel compression on drums to help keep all the
dynamics of the original material while adding volume, depth, and power to
the sound. You will be able to do this without crushing dynamics or adding too
much makeup that will overdrive the mix bus.

WEEK 5
Reverb and delay can be used to complement each other when done right. Get
the skills to give tracks a fuller and more natural sound.

WEEK 6
Mixing is about balancing sounds correctly and giving them motion, texture,
and cohesion. Achieving those goals isn’t always straightforward. Get the skills
to effectively use Modulation and Harmonics, Flanging / Phasing, and
Distortion / Saturation.

WEEK 7
Mix automation is crucial for getting your mix release-ready. Learn how to
automate with different techniques. Get the skills to lay the foundation for your
Dynamic Mix from starting with your static mix.

WEEK 8
Mastering is a crucial part of music production. It's your last chance to make
sure the song sounds as good as it possibly can. Understand mastering chain,
techniques, and the best delivery formats. Get the skills to master tracks that
sound professional and stand out on Spotify, YouTube, and other channels.
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DEVELOPMENT

G A M E

GAMES DEVELOPERS & DESIGNERS
ARE IN DEMAND ON A GLOBAL
SCALE...
I made games before studying at EMENDY, but I had challenges with some areas.
Now I can model, create levels from the beginning, and design all gaming assets.
- Dumisani Sikhosana

I can now confidently create art assets, code, smooth animations, and audio design,
that I could not do before. I worked really hard to get topology right in both creatures,
and in humanoid creatures.
- Andries Venter

INDUSTRIES THAT EMPLOY

Game Professionals

URBAN
PLANNING

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT

CORPORATE
BUSINESS

72% of internet-connected
South Africans play games on a
variety of devices

150 BILLION
SPENT ON GAMERS

2.7 BILLION
GAMERS GLOBALLY

HEALTHCARE
& INDUSTRIAL

EDUCATION
& TRAINING

ADVERTISING

CAREER PATHS
• Studio engineer • Game designer • Level designer • Game economy
designer • Community managers • Simulation specialists • Systems
designer • Sound designer for games • Level designer • Lighting designer
• Content designer • Tools engineer • Back end and network engineer •
User interface designer • Systems designer • Software engineer • Game
player engineer
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FULL

TIME

ON CAMPUS
QUALIFICATION COURSE
Higher Certificate in Game Development & Design
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COURSE CODE: N-GDD20
DURATION: 1 Year
NQF LEVEL: 5 (SAQA ID: 101608)
CREDITS: 120

Higher Certificate in

CLASSES ARE

GAME DEVELOPMENT
& DESIGN
Our comprehensive 1-year Higher Certificate in Game Design & Development
course will give you the skill-set to create fantastic game worlds, interactions, and
characters. The course also teaches the programming skills and game theory
needed to create amazing player experiences across a variety of game genres.
This Game Course is uniquely developed from a game production perspective and
includes aspects that can be applied in other fields of the Multimedia industry
other than producing games alone.
These aspects include 3D Modelling and Animation, Game Design Theory, Visual
Programming and Scripting, and Applied Digital Arts. Whether your strength lies in
programming, audio, or visual creation - this gaming course provides a great
platform to start your career in the Visual and Creative Arts.

SCHEDULED DURING THE
WEEK BETWEEN
8:00 & 17:00

HIGHER CERTIFICATE PASS MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
National Senior Certificate with a Higher Certificate Pass or
an equivalent NQF Level 4 Qualification
40% (4) Home Language
40% (4) for two other High Credit subjects
30% (3) for three other Low Credit subjects
*One of your languages must either be English or Afrikaans
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Computer literacy
English Language Aptitude
Basic mathematical ability

3D MODELLING AND ANIMATION
SUBJECT NAME: DMA101

The 3D Modelling and Animation module is designed to impart the necessary
practical and theoretical knowledge as well as the creative skills needed to create a
game and CGI-ready models, materials, and animations.
This module creates a solid theoretical understanding and practical application of
the process by applying good modeling principles and techniques when working
with geometry.
The module also ensures that the learner possesses the skill-set to apply correct
topology structure to a modeled object and is knowledgeable in the use of several
modeling techniques to create any referenced object. The purpose of this module is
to give the learner an understanding of the workflow needed to create 3D art assets
as well as the skillset to create, animate and texture the asset itself.
VISUAL PROGRAMMING & SCRIPTING
SUBJECT NAME: VPS101

1 Year

MODULES

GAME DEVELOPMENT
SUBJECT NAME: GDP101

The Game Development module is designed to equip the learner with the skillset
to fully engage with any chosen game development platform. Students will work
on the Unity game engine. We ensure the student gains practical knowledge of
the game development environment and we focus on both the front-end
graphical components and the back-end logic-driven components.
The purpose of this module is to ensure that the learner can create an engaging
interactive experience from inception, creation, optimization and then
deployment

The Visual Programming and Scripting module serves to build a solid foundation in
game programming concepts and to nurture an understanding of programming
rules, syntax, and interaction between the back end and front end elements in the
game environment. Once this foundation has been established, students then
branch into programming textually which allows for a greater degree of control and
efficiency to create logic and functionality for games.
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Higher Certificate in

GAME DEVELOPMENT
& DESIGN
GAME AUDIO
SUBJECT NAME: AGD101

The Game Audio Module provides students with exposure to the core skills,
workflow, and concepts involved in creating audio assets for game
development. These include sound design, recording and editing dialogue,
field recording for background and sound effects creation, composition for
non-linear media as well as the implementation of audio into a game
engine with the use of middleware. This module provides a solid
foundation for students to expand their audio skillset with tools relevant to
the game development industry.
APPLIED DIGITAL ARTS
SUBJECT NAME: ADA101

CONTEMPORARY GAME DESIGN
SUBJECT NAME: CGT101

This module is designed to impart knowledge that will allow the learner to create
immersive, fun, and engaging game experiences. The module covers key concepts
like proper story structure, aesthetics needed to create an engaging world, and the
underlying technology available to us to do this. We focus on gameplay mechanics,
game balancing, game space, and game puzzles which serve to add interactivity to
the game world. We discuss player psychology, motivation, and targeting a specific
market. This module also provides our learners with a detailed breakdown of the
game creation pipeline from concept to creation to iterative gameplay and
play-testing and finally deploying to your target market.

This module provides students with exposure to the core skills, workflow,
and concepts involved in creating and implementing The digital arts
program has been designed to equip the learner to improve the visual art
and assets of the learner game overall, as well as giving them a foundation
to improve 3D art and assets.
The learner will also acquire the skills to work with 2D Animation, Concept
Art, UI, and UX design, as well as portfolio and personal branding
development. After the completion of this module, the learner will be able
to design 2D games, plan and pitch games, create a seamless game
experience for the player by ensuring the user understands the goals and
how to play the game.
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
CAREER READY
GRADUATES
A career in multimedia is much more than
music or games themselves. It opens up a
world of possibilities.

“CHOOSE A JOB YOU
LOVE, AND YOU WILL
NEVER HAVE TO WORK
A DAY IN YOUR LIFE."
- CONFUCIUS

Your career can take flight from virtually
anywhere in the world. The more versatile
you are within your skill set, the more
opportunities you will have.

VISIT THE EMENDY WEBSITE FOR AN
IN-DEPTH OVERVIEW OF CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN THE MUSIC
&
GAME
DESIGN
INDUSTRIES,
INCLUDING SALARY EXPECTATIONS.
Career 0pportunities
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MATRIC REQUIREMENTS
(Full-Time Courses)

LEVEL
SYSTEM

UNDERSTANDING THE

Level 7: 80 - 100% (Outstanding achievement)
Level 6: 70 - 79% (Meritorious achievement)
Level 5: 60 - 69% (Substantial achievement)
Level 4: 50 - 59% (Moderate achievement)
Level 3: 40 - 49% (Adequate achievement)
Level 2: 30 - 39% (Elementary achievement)
Level 1: 0 - 29% (Not achieved - Fail)

WHICH SUBJECTS ARE COMPULSORY?
Home Language
First Additional Language
Mathematics or Mathematical Literacy
Life Orientation
WHAT ARE HIGH CREDIT SUBJECTS?
Languages
Accounting
Agricultural Science
Business Studies
Consumer Studies

Dramatic Arts
Economics
Engineering
Graphics & Design
Geography

LOW CREDIT SUBJECTS:
Agricultural Management
Practices
Agricultural Technology
Civil Technology
Computer Applications
Technology
Dance Studies
History
Information Technology
Life Sciences

Mathematics or Mathematical Literacy
Music
Physical Sciences
Religion Studies
Visual Arts
Design Studies
Electrical Technology
Hospitality Studies
Mechanical Technology
Tourism
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STUDENT
ACCOMODATION

SOUTH POINT

THE HIVE HATFIELD

012 748 3520

(062) 305 2427

sinethemba@staysouthpoint.co.za

hello@thehivehatfield.co.za

www.staysouthpoint.co.za

http://www.thehivehatfield.co.za

CAMPUS KEY

HATFIELD SQUARE

(0861)788 3368

(010) 020 0300

(079) 410 6093

info@respublica.co.za

info@campuskey.co.za

(https://respublica.co.za

https://campuskey.co.za
FESTIVAL’S EDGE (NSFAS
Our campus is conveniently situated in
the student hub of Pretoria, Hatfield.
Surrounded by trendy shopping areas,
nightclubs, and entertainment you will
find

accommodation

within

walking

distance from campus.
FOR MORE VISIT OUR
STUDENT ACCOMMODATION PAGE

HATFIELD STUDIOS

ACCREDITED)

(087) 365 3123

(066) 586 5926

info@hatfieldstudios.co.za

admin@festivalsedge.co.za

http://www.hatfieldstudios.co.za

https://festivalsedge.co.za/

STUDIOS@BURNETT

PULSE LIVING

087 357 8655

+27 12 3261285/6

info@studiosburnett.co.za

info@pulseliving.co.za

https://studiosburnett.co.za

https://www.pulseliving.co.za/
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EXPERIENCE THE CAMPUS
BOOK A

VIRTUAL TOUR

It's Time to LIVE AGAIN.

Our Virtual Campus Tour will give you an
overview
of
EMENDY
Multimedia
Institute, from the studios, labs, and
courses, to the campus culture that
makes this a unique place. Visit the
website to book your virtual behind-thescenes tour.

Exploring the EMENDY
campus in person is a
one-of-a-kind experience,
and it is the best way to
get a feel of what it's like
to be a student here. You
can look forward to a
complete tour of our
studios, labs, classes, chill
areas, and sit down with
our expert admissions
team to discuss the best
career path for you.

IN PERSON

OPEN DAY

DATES
*Dates are subject to change.
Contact your admissions representative or visit our
website to schedule your tour.
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CONTACT

DETAILS
info@emendy.co.za
+27 12 342 1177 (Campus Reception)

+27 60 070 2339

VISIT US ON

SOCIAL
MEDIA

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
1043 Pretorius Street,
Hatfield, Pretoria
Gauteng, South Africa,
0083
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It's Time to

LIVE AGAIN

www.emendy.co.za

